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PARSIMONIOUS GRAPHS:
A STUDY IN PARSIMONY,
CONTEXTUAL TRANSFORMATIONS,
AND MODES OF
LIMITED TRANSPOSITION
JackDouthettand Peter Steinbach

ABSTRACT
Connectionsbetween parsimoniousstructuresand modes of limitedtransposition
fromthreeset classesareexplored.A graph-theoretic
approachprovesusefulin illusstructures
andmodesof limitedtranstratingthesymmetriesinherentin parsimonious
position.Fourparsimoniousgraphscalledmodegraphsareconstructed.Eachmode
graphconsistsof severalcomponents,andthe verticesin each of these components
representtriadsor seventhchordsembeddedin a particularmodeof limitedtransposition.Twoparsimoniousmethodsof modulatingbetweenmodesof limitedtranspositionareexplored,one by bridgingandthe otherby couplingcomponentsof mode
graphs.Bridgingtechniquesof modulationleadto twotori,onefortriadsandtheother
for seventhchords.In bothtori,contextualtransformations
areevidentin theirstructures,andthetorusfortriadsis equivalentto thetoroidalversionof theOettingen/RiemannTonnetz.Couplingtechniquesof modulationleadto the graphsknownas Cube
Dance and Power Towers.Analyticalimplicationsof patternsof chordsequences
embeddedin parsimoniousgraphsarealso discussed.
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1. Introduction
Thanks to the 1993 SUNY-BuffaloWorkingGroup,its 1997 sequel,
andrecentworksby Klumpenhouwer(1994), Hyer (1995), Lewin(1996),
Cohn (1996, 1997), and Clampitt(1997), new techniquesare emerging
thatyield fresh insight into the complexitiesof voice leading, especially
in the music of the late-nineteenthandearly-twentiethcenturies.1The resurrectionof the theoriesof Hugo Riemann,initiatedby Lewin (1982 and
1987, 175-80) andHyer (1989), has playedanimportantrole in the development of these new techniques.Neo-RiemannianTheory puts forth a
group-theoreticapproachto Riemann's ideas, and contextual transformations that operateon consonanttriadsare fundamentalto this theory.
Three of these transformations,Parallel, Leittonwechsel, and Relative
(the PLR family of contextualtransformations),transformthe modality
of a consonanttriadby invertingthe triadaboutan axis thatleaves two of
its pitchclasses fixed, andCohn (1997) exploitedthis propertyto advance
the concept of parsimony(law of the shortestway).
Parsimoniousstructures(e.g., Tonnetze)generallyhave high degrees
of symmetryandareindependentof tonalcenters.As a resultof the metamorphosis from the tonally centeredeighteenth-centurydiatonicismto
the tonal indeterminacyof the late nineteenthcentury,these symmetric
structureshave become importanttheoreticaland analyticaltools. With
this new emphasison symmetry,it is not surprisingto discoverthatpitchclass collections from set classes 6-20, 8-28, and 9-12-pitch-class sets
abundantin their degrees of symmetry-are associatedwith parsimony
(for convenience, we will refer to these collections as modes of limited
transposition2);Cohn discusses some of these relationshipsin his recent
articles.
In this paperwe take a graph-theoreticapproachto the above andconstructparsimoniousgraphs whose verticesrepresenteithertriadsor seventh chords.In Section 2 the relationdefinitionprovidesthe needed tool
to constructthese graphs.Parsimoniousgraphsknown as mode graphs
areconstructedin Section 3. These graphsconsist of severalcomponents,
and the verticesin each of these componentsrepresentchordsembedded
in a particularmode of limited transposition.In Section 4 modulating
betweenmodes of limitedtranspositionby bridgingparsimoniouschords
in differentcomponents of a mode graphwill be investigated,and this
leads to the constructionof two tori. One of these tori is equivalentto the
toroidal version of the Oettingen/RiemannTonnetz,and hence, all the
contextualtransformations(Parallel,Leittonwechsel,and Relative) can
be seen on this torus.3Moreover, these transformationshave analogs
apparentin the other torus, and these transformationsare examined as
well. A second method of modulatingbetween modes of limited trans242
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position via a coupling chord is discussed in Section 5, and the graphs
known as CubeDance and Power Towersillustratethis type of modulation. In the concludingsectionthe definitionof parsimonywill be relaxed
a bit, and the graphsresultingfrom the loosening of this definitionwill
be investigated.Analytical implications of patternsof chord sequences
embeddedin parsimoniousgraphsare also discussed in this section.
2. The Relation Definition and Parsimony
The definitionof parsimonyis still evolving and, at present,not completely consistent. RichardCohn (1997) restrictsthe definitionof parsimony to trichords,and in the context of the usual modulo 12 system he
confines his attentionto the set class of consonanttriads.Two triadsare
parsimoniousif they have precisely two pitch classes in common. This
results in the displacementof the remainingpitch class by intervalclass
1 or 2 (a half step or a whole step). AdrianChilds (1998) considersparsimonious seventhchords from the set class 4-27. In this case, two seventh chords are parsimoniousif they have two pitch classes in common,
and the remainingpitch classes can be pairedso thatthe pitch classes in
each pair differ by intervalclass 1. The differences between these approaches are obvious, but they are consistent in that common tones are
requiredto remainfixed, while the othertones are allowed to move by no
more thanintervalclass 2. Withthis in mind we make the following definition:
Relation Definition: Let X and Ybe two pcsets. We say X and Y are
Pm,n-related(writtenX Pm,nY) if thereexists a set {xk}m+n-' and a bijec-

tion t: X -4 Y such thatX\Y (the set of pcs in X that are not in Y) =
n and
{xk) o~-1,
T(x) = Xif X XX
Y,
=(xk+ l1(modl2)if 0O?k m - 1
(xk) xk 2(mod12) if m k< m + n - 1.
-+
<
To put this definitionin musical terms,when X and Yareconceived as
chords, the tones common to both X and Y remain fixed, and of the
remainingtones (therewill be m + n of them), m of them move by a half
step and n by a whole step.4Figure 1 depicts four differentscenariosfor
consonanttriadsand how they relate in accordancewith this definition.
Note also that this definition implies that Pm,n-relatedchords have the
same cardinality(since t is bijective), but they need not be in the same
set class.5
This relationdefinitionleads to a somewhatflexible interpretationof
parsimony.For example, for Cohn,parsimonious chords are consonant
triadsthatare eitherP1,0-or P0,1-related,while Childs defines a parsimonious pair as seventh chords in set class 4-27 that are P2,0-related.This
243
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flexibility is convenient in that it permits one to explore parsimonious
structuresof varying types and degrees, dependingon particularobjectives.6In Sections 3, 4, and 5 our definitionof parsimoniouschords will
be confinedto chordsthatareeitherP1,o-or P0,1-related.
We will employ
these two types of parsimony(P1,o-parsimony
and Po,1-parsimony)
separatelyor together,dependingon ourobjectives.In the last section we will
admitP2,0-relatedchordsinto our definitionof parsimony.
Parsimoniousgraphs aregraphswhose verticesrepresentmembersof
a given family of chords and whose vertex adjacency is governed by
some parsimony-relatedrule. For example, consider the family 7 =
{C,Ab,G,c,E7}, and supposethe rule governingadjacencyon this family
is that two vertices are connected by an edge if their corresponding
chords are PI,o-or P2,0-related.Then since C P2,0Ab P1,o c P1,o C and G
and E7 are not P1,o-or P2,0-relatedto any chord in 7, the graph of T7
inducedby P1,oand P2,0consists of a trianglewhose verticesrepresentC,
Ab, and c and two isolated verticesrepresentingG andE7 (Figure2). We
will also considerthe union of parsimoniousgraphsto be a parsimonious
graph.
Although we will focus on graphsthat are essentially independentof
diatonicinfluence,it shouldbe noted thatsome parsimoniousgraphsare
stronglyinfluencedby diatonicism.Most notably,the graphof set class
7-35 inducedby P1,0is the cycle offifths and belongs to a family of generalized cycles offifths referredto by Cohn as unidirectionalP-cycles.7
244
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3. Mode graphs
We begin by constructingfour basic parsimoniousgraphs.Since each
of these graphs is separatedinto components whose vertices represent
chords embedded in a particularmode of limited transposition,these
graphs will be referredto as mode graphs. The modes of limited transposition associated with these graphs are the hexatonic (from set class
6-20), octatonic (8-28), and enneatonic (9-12) sets. The prefixes to the
names assigned to these mode graphsindicate the associatedmodes of
limited transposition.The parsimony that induces the first two mode
graphs (one for triads and the other for seventh chords) is restrictedto
and the constructionof the second parallelsthat of the
P1,0-parsimony,
first. Both types of parsimonyare needed to induce the last two graphs,
and these graphswill parallelin constructionas well.
HexaCycles
Let T1be the family of all trichordswhose step-intervalsequencesare
permutationsof 3, 4, and 5. Whence, T1is the set class of all consonant
triads.We call the graphof T1inducedby P1,oHexaCycles,and its components are hexatoniccycles for triads(Figure3). As discussedby Cohn
(1996) the consonanttriadsin each of these cycles coincide with those
embeddedin the hexatonicset listed below the cycle.
OctaTowers
To parallelthis constructionfor seventhchords,let 61 be the family of
all tetrachordswhose step-intervalsequencesarepermutationsof 2, 3, 3,
and 4. It follows that 61 is the family of all dominant,half-diminished,
and minorseventhchords,andthe graphof 61 inducedby P1,o,which we
call OctaTowers,consists of three octatonic tower components(Figure
4). Each tower consists of four quadrilateralsjoined in a circuit. In this
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case, the seventhchordsin each octatonictowercoincide with those embeddedin the octatonic set listed below the tower.
OctaCycles
To constructthis graph,it is necessary to partitionT1 into three subfamilies, TI1,1,
T1,2,and T1,3,such thateach subfamilyconsists of the consonant triads embedded in a particularoctatonic set. The graph OctaCycles is the union of the graphsof Tl,k(k=1,2,3) inducedby P1,oandP0,1
(Figure5). These cyclic componentsare called octatonic cycles, and the
triads in each cycle can be found embedded in the octatonic set listed
below the cycle.
EnneaCycles
In this case 61 mustbe subdividedinto four subfamilies,61,1, 61,2,91,3,
and S1,4,such thateach subfamilyconsists of the seventhchordsembedded in a particularenneatonicset. It is easily verifiedthatthese subfamilies partitionS1. The graphEnneaCyclesis the union of the graphsof S1,k
(k=1,2,3,4) inducedby P1,oand Po,1(Figure6). These cyclic components
are called enneatoniccycles, and the enneatonicset in which the seventh
chordsin each of these cycles are embeddedis listed underthe cycle.
4. The tori
One methodof modulatingbetween modes of limited transpositionis
to bridgecomponentsof a mode graph.This is done by joining parsimonious chords in separatecomponentswith an edge. This transformsthe
above mode graphsinto two tori, one for triadsand the otherfor seventh
chords.
The Chicken-WireTorus
The torus(graph)of T1 inducedby P1,oandPo,1is called the ChickenWireTorus because of its hexagonal faces (Figure 7a). To realize this
246
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torus,bend the upperand lower edges aroundso they meet, thus making
an open-endedcylinder.Then pull the left andrightends of this cylinder
aroundto form a donut,but beforejoining the ends, twist one end of the
cylinderone-thirdof a revolutionso thatthe correspondingtriadson each
end line up (Figure7b).8This twist plays an importantrole in the group
symmetriesof this graph,to be discussed at the end of this section.
This graphis the geometricdual of the Tonnetz;that is, the ChickenWire Toruscan also be constructedby mappingeach face in the Tonnetz
to a vertex andjoining vertices with an edge if theircorrespondingfaces
in the Tonnetzsharean edge. It can also be verifiedthatthe Tonnetzis the
dual of the Chicken-WireTorus.Thus, each torus can be obtainedfrom
the other,and hence, the Chicken-WireTorusand the Tonnetzmust contain equivalentinformation.The Chicken-WireTorus,however,provides
a differentperspective.
In the Chicken-WireTorus,the edges representtransformationsfrom
the PLR family of contextualtransformations.The solid edges represent
the P (Parallel)transformationand connect triads (representedby vertices) that are P1,0-relatedand have the same root; the dottededges represent the L (Leittonwechsel)transformationand connect triadsthat are
P1,0-relatedand have differentroots; and the dashededges representthe
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R (Relative) transformationand connect triadsthat are P0,1-related.The
cycles of alternatingdottedandsolid edges arehexatoniccycles (thecomponents of HexaCycles), and since the dotted and solid edges represent
the L andP transformations,respectively,these arethe cycles inducedby
the binary-generatedchain of transformations<PL>. The dashed edges
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are hexatonicbridges, since they connect parsimonioustriadsembedded
in differenthexatonic sets. Note that the transformationrepresentedby
the bridgesis the Relativetransformation;thus,the triadsincidentto each
hexatonicbridge are P0,1-related.
The three8-cycles (cycles of length 8) of alternatingdashedand solid
edges are the octatonic cycles (the componentsof OctaCycles) and are
induced by the binary-generatedchain of transformations<PR>. Since
the dotted edges connect parsimonious triads in separate octatonic
cycles, they are the octatonic bridges (for triads).It follows that the triads incidentto an octatonicbridge (Leittonwechsel)are P1,0-related.
There are two other generatedchains of transformationsto be noted.
The 24-cycle of alternatingdotted and dashed edges (a hamiltonian
cycle, since it passes through each vertex in the Chicken-WireTorus
exactly once) is inducedby the binary-generatedchain <LR>. This cycle
is the union of all the hexatonicandoctatonicbridges.As such, the triads
in this cycle move quickly throughthe hexatonicandoctatonicsets, resting only brieflyin any one set.
The last chain to be discussed here is the ternary-generatedchain
<LPR>. This chain induces the twelve hexagonalfaces (6-cycles) in the
Chicken-WireTorus.The triadsin each of these cycles have a single pitch
classin common,andthispitchclassbecomesthenameof thehexagonalface.
Note thatif the hexatonicbridges(Relative)arecut fromthe ChickenWire Torus then the torus reduces to HexaCycles, and if the octatonic
bridges (Leittonwechsel)are cut, the torus reduces to OctaCycles. Cutting P reduces the torus to the 24-cycle inducedby <LR> (the union of
the hexatonicand octatonicbridges).As can be seen from the above, the
Chicken-WireTorusprovides a convenientpicturethat shows how consonant triads interactwithin the web of modes of limited transposition
and parsimoniousvoice leading.
The TowersTorus
The TowersTorusis the torusof S61inducedby P1,oand Po,1shown in
Figure 8. Its name comes from the fact thatthe circuitsof quadrilaterals
(squarefaces) hinged by minor seventh chords are the octatonic towers
in Figure4. To realize this torus,bend the upperand lower edges around
so they meet, thus makingan open-endedcylinder.Then pull the left and
rightends of this cylinderaroundto form a donut.But beforejoining the
ends, twist one end of the cylinderone-fourthof a revolutionso that the
correspondingchordson each end line up. As in the case of the ChickenWire Torus,this twist is importantto the group symmetriesof the Towers Torus,which will be discussed at the end of this section.
There are Parallel*,Leittonwechsel*,and Relative*contextualtransformationsfor seventhchords that are analogousto the unstarredtransformationsfor triads. In the Chicken-WireTorus the transformationP
249
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(Parallel)exchanges triads that have the same root (see solid edges in
Figure 7). In the case of seventh chordsthere are two Parallel*transformations.The transformationPTexchangesthe half-diminishedandminor
seventhchordsthathave the same root, and P* exchanges the minor and
dominant-seventhchords with the same root (see solid edges in Figure
8). In the Chicken-WireTorus the L (Leittonwechsel) transformation
exchanges root-distinctP1,0-relatedtriads(see dottededges in Figure7).
For seventh chords there are two Leittonwechsel* transformations;LT
exchanges root-distinctP1,0-relatedhalf-diminishedand minor seventh
chords, and L* exchanges root-distinctP1,0-relateddominant and minor
seventhchords(see dottededges in Figure8). Finally,the RelativetransformationR exchanges triadsthat are P0,1-related(dashededges in Figure 7) andthe Relative*transformationR*exchangestwo seventh-chords
that are P0,1-related(see dashededges in Figure 8).
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Whereasthe TowersTorusgives no informationabout the hexatonic
sets, it does provide new insights into the seventh chord interactionbetween the octatonic and enneatonic sets. In fact, the roles that the octatonic andenneatonicsets play in the TowersTorusare analogousto those
of the hexatonicandoctatonicsets in the Chicken-WireTorus.The dashed
edges (Relative*)areoctatonicbridges (for seventhchords)andjoin Po,1related seventh chords that are in separateoctatonic towers (Figure 4).
The four 9-cycles of dashed and solid edges are the enneatonic cycles
(Figure6) andthe dottededges (Leittonwechsel*)areenneatonicbridges.
Thus, seventhchordsincidentto an enneatonicbridge areP1,0-related.
Although more complex, many of the chains of transformationsfor
seventhchords also parallelthe chains for triads.The two binary-generatedchains <P*L*>and <PL*2>parallelthe chain <PL> in thatall induce
cycles of pairwise P1,0-relatedchords embedded in modes of limited
transposition.These starredchains split (but do not partition)the octatonic towers into two subfamiliesof seventhchords.The cycles induced
by <P*LT>partitionthe subfamilyof half-diminishedand minorseventh
chords into three 8-cycles of pairwise P1,0-relatedseventh chords. The
seventhchordsin each cycle arethose embeddedin a particularoctatonic
set. The cycles induced by <P*L*>partitionthe subfamilyof dominant
andminorseventhchordsinto three8-cycles of pairwiseP1,0-relatedseventh chords similarly embeddedin the octatonic sets. These cycles can
be observed in the TowersTorusby following the cycles of alternating
dotted and solid edges in Figure 8.
The ternary-generatedchain <P*P*R*>is analogous to the <PR>
chain. The cycles induced by this chain partitionTowersTorusinto the
four enneatoniccycles, similarto the way thatthe cycles inducedby the
<PR> chain partitionthe Chicken-WireTorus into the three octatonic
cycles.
Parallelingthe cycle of triads induced by <LR>, the two 18-cycles
inducedby the ternary-generated
chain of transformations<L*L*R*>are
the union of all the octatonic and enneatonicbridges. Whence, the seventh chords in these cycles pass quickly throughthe octatonic and enneatonic sets, settling only briefly in any particularset.
Therearetwo otherternary-generated
and<PTL*R*>.
chains,<L*P*R*>
The cycles inducedby these chains are 36-cycles and appearto have no
particularlyrelevantanalogin the Chicken-WireTorus.Althoughthey are
similarto the cycle of triadsinducedby the <LR> chain in thatthey are
hamiltoniancycles, they lack the more importantpropertyof being the
union of the octatonicand enneatonicbridges.
There are also cycles of interestinducedby longer chains of transformations. For example, the seventh chords in each 4-cycle face and 6cycle face (the squaresand hexagons in the TowersTorus)sharethe pair
of pitch classes thatname the face of the correspondingsquareor hexa251
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gon. The corresponding chains of transformationsgenerating these
In the sense that these
cycles are <P*L*P*L*>and <P*LtR*P*L*R*>.
cycles define the names of the faces, they are analogous to the cycles
induced by the <PLR> chain of transformationsin the Chicken-Wire
Torus.There are also forty-eight 10-cycles in which the seventh chords
sharea single pitch class.
Also paralleling the Chicken-WireTorus, if the octatonic bridges
(Relative*)are cut from the Towers Torus the resultantgraph is OctaTowers,andif the enneatonicbridges(Leittonwechsel*)arecut this torus
reduces to EnneaCycles.Whence, just as the Chicken-WireTorusprovides a convenientway to observe the interactionof parsimonioustriads
and their relationshipto the hexatonic and octatonic sets, so does the
TowersToruspresent a convenientway of observing the interactionof
parsimoniousseventhchords and theirrelationshipsto the octatonicand
enneatonicsets.
Symmetriesof the Tori
Symmetriesof a graphare adjacency-preservingvertexpermutations,
and the symmetries of the Chicken-WireTorus (Figure 7), the Towers
Torus(Figure 8), and the Tonnetzare all governedby the chromatic12cycle of pitch classes. It is well known that the group of symmetriesof
this 12-cycle is the dihedralgroupD12and consists of 24 permutationsin
threedifferentways:
(1) 12 rotationsof the cycle are transpositionsbyfixed intervals. On
the Chicken-WireTorus these are even translations(major-tomajor)of the lattice along the <LR> 24-chain.The motion is similar on the Tonnetz,since this Tonnetzis the geometricdual of the
Chicken-WireTorus(the groupsof symmetriesof geometricduals
are isomorphic). On the Towers Torus of seventh chords, this
transpositionis achievedby a horizontaltranslation(m7-to-m7)of
the lattice.
(2) 6 reflectionsof the chromaticcycle occur on axes passing through
andfixing two opposite(tritone)pitch classes. These arehalf-turns
of the Chicken-WireTorusaboutthe centerof a hexagonalface or,
equivalently,aboutthe midpointof an R edge, exchangingmajor
and minor triads.9On the TowersTorusthese are half-turnsabout
a m7 vertex or aboutthe midpointof an R*edge, mappingm7-tom7 (self-inverse) and exchanging dominantand half-diminished
seventhchords.
(3) 6 reflectionsof the chromaticcycle occur on axes passing through
opposite edges of the cycle,fixing no pitch classes. These arehalfturnsof the Chicken-WireTorusaboutthe midpointof an L edge
or, equivalently,a P edge, again exchangingmajorand minor tri252
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ads. On the TowersTorusthese are the half-turnsaboutthe center
of a hexagonalface or a squareface, with maps as in (2).
All 24 symmetriespreserve the Parallel, Leittonwechsel, and Relative
edge types of the Chicken-WireTorus.On the TowersTorus,(2) and (3)
exchange the Leittonwechsel*edge types (L* and L*) and exchange the
Parallel*edge types. Because these lattices are twisted to form the tori,
no other symmetriesexist. At a glance the Chicken-WireTorussuggests
a possible reflectionof the lattice about a vertical or horizontalaxis, but
(because of the twist) this reflectionproducesimmediatecontradictions
such as the exchange of <PR> 8-chains for <LR> 24-chain.Withoutthis
twist the symmetrieswould total 144. Similarproblemsareencountered
with reflectionsaboutverticalor horizontalaxes of the TowersTorus.A
left glove turnedinside out is no longer a left glove andcannotmap automorphicallyto its original state.
5. Cube Dance and Power Towers
Anothermethod of parsimoniousmodulationbetween modes of limited transpositionis to introducea chordthatbelongs to none of the componentsin a given mode graphbutis P,,0-relatedto chordsin two or more
of its components. Thus, one passes from one component to the next
throughanintermediatecouplingchord.Thefollowinggraphs,CubeDance
and Power Towers,illustratethis technique.'0
CubeDance
We startwith HexaCycles (Figure 3) and look for trichordswith the
greatestpotentialto couple hexatoniccycles via P1,0-relations.One class
of trichordsthatstandsout in this searchis the set class of augmentedtriads, since alteringany pitch of an augmentedtriadup or down by a halfstep produces a consonanttriad.Whence, each augmentedtriadis P1,0related to six consonant triads. By allowing the augmented triads to
interactwith the hexatoniccycles via P1,0-parsimony,
each of these cycles
is transformedinto a cube as illustratedin Figure 9a. In this figure, the
cycles with bold edges are hexatonic cycles. Note that each augmented
triadis common to precisely two cubes. The union of these cubes generates the graphknown as CubeDance (Figure9b)."1Equivalently,if q is
the family (set class) of all augmentedtriadsand T2= Tlu?4 then Cube
Dance is the graphof T2inducedby P1,o.
The numbersinclosed in squaresthat surroundthis graphare the sum
classes of the threetriadsof like modalityadjacentto the numbers.Sum
classes are discussed in detail by Cohn (1998).
Fromthis graphit is easy to see how the augmentedtriadsserve as the
couplingsbetweenhexatoniccycles andfunctionnicely as a way of mod253
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Figure9. Cube Dance
ulatingbetweenhexatonicsets. In fact, the augmentedtriadcouplingtwo
hexatonic cycles can also be found embeddedin both associated hexatonic sets (a common trichord).Any triadin a given hexatoniccycle can
move through a coupling augmentedtriad to a neighboringhexatonic
cycle in three ways or back to a triadwithin its own cycle in threeways.
If the transitionis to a neighboringhexatoniccycle then the coupledconsonanttriadsarerelatedby inversion,and if the transitionis within a single cycle, they are relatedby transposition.
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Power Towers
Power Towersis the seventh-chordanalog of Cube Dance. We start
with OctaTowers(Figure4) and look for tetrachordalcouplings for the
octatonic towers. For the same kind of reasons that augmentedtriads
served well as coupling trichordsfor hexatonic cycles, diminishedseventh chords are ideal coupling tetrachordsfor octatonic towers. If ?Dis
then the
the family of all diminished seventh chords and S2 =
SlueD,
graphof 62 inducedby P1,ois called Power Towers(Figure 10).12
As in the case of Cube Dance, the numbersinclosed in squaresthat
surroundthis graphare the sum classes of the transpositionallyequivalent seventh chords adjacentto the numbersand are discussed by Cohn
(1998).
This graphillustrateshow diminishedseventhchordsfunctionas couplings between octatonic towers, thus providinga way to modulatebetween octatonic sets. Similarto the augmentedtriadin Cube Dance, the
diminishedseventhchordcoupling two octatonictowers is embeddedin
both associatedoctatonicsets. Diminished seventhchordsare only adjacent to dominant andhalf-diminishedseventhchords,andif the coupled
seventh chords are in differenttowers they are relatedby inversion,and
if they are within the same tower they are relatedby transposition.
Although augmentedtriads and diminished seventh chords as coupling chords offer maximum connectivity between components of the
mode graphs,diminishedtriads,major seventh chords, and many other
trichordsand tetrachordscan also serve as coupling chords.
6. Applications and extensions
Cohn's recentarticleson maximallysmoothcycles andhexatonicsets
(1996) and on neo-Riemannianoperators(1997) include many interesting analyses of passages by Beethoven, Brahms,Franck,Liszt, Mahler,
Schubert,and Wagner.In the latterarticle,Cohn plots severalof the triadic sequences found in the works of these composers on the Tonnetz,
which, as discussed in the fourth section, is equivalentto the ChickenWireTorus.If a sequence of triadsplotted on either of these graphsproduces a simple patternthen there is an implied musical structure.When
plotted on the Chicken-WireTorusthe following three sequences (originally plottedin Cohn 1997 on the Tonnetz)aresimpleillustrationsof this.
The firstexample is a sequence from the firstmovementof Brahms's
Concertofor Violinand Cello. The sequenceis (Ab,g#,E, e, C, c, Ab, g#).
It is clear from the Chicken-WireTorus(Figure7) thatthis sequencefollows one of the zigzag patternsof alternatingdotted and solid edges
aroundthe small diameterof the torus. This patternimplies that the sequence is a hexatonic cycle, and the triads in this sequence are those
255
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embedded in the hexatonic set listed below the correspondingcycle in
Figure3.
Another example comes from the Andante of the overtureto Schubert's Die Zauberharfe,where the sequence (c, Eb,eb, Gb,f#A, a, C, c)
can be found. Placing this sequenceon the Chicken-WireTorusit is easy
to see that it follows the alternatingsolid and dashed edges aroundthe
large diameterof the torus.It follows that the triadsin this sequence are
those embeddedin the octatonicset listed below the correspondingoctatonic cycle in Figure5.
Cohn (1991, 1992, and 1997) has also observed a remarkable
sequenceof 19 triadsin the second movementof Beethoven'sNinthSymphony (mm. 143-76) generatedby the binarychain <LR>;the sequence
is (C, a, F, d, B, g, Eb,c, Ab,f, Db,bb,Gb,eb,B, g#, E, c#,A). Froma diatonic standpoint,this sequence passes quickly throughthe keys, without
establishingany particulartonality.But what can be said of its relationship with hexatonic and octatonic sets? Recalling that the <LR>-generated cycle (the alternatingdottedand dashededges on the Chicken-Wire
Torus)is the union of all the hexatonicandoctatonicbridges(Section 4),
256
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this sequence passes even more rapidlythroughthe hexatonicand octatonic sets, restingfor no more thantwo consecutivetriadsin any one set.
This sequence is notable in that there is no more efficient way of avoiding modes of limited transposition.
As of yet a searchfor analyticalexamplesof P1,0-andPo0,-related
seventhchordshas not been made.However,Lewin (1996) andChilds(1998)
have given us insight into the works of Chopin, Scriabin,Wagner,and
for seventhchords.Forexample,
Stravinskyby exploitingP2,0-parsimony
Lewin (1996) applies P2,0-parsimony
to the famousWagneriansequence
(F07, E7, Ab07, G7, D07, B7), which appearsat the openingof the Prelude from Tristan.The firstseventhchordin this sequence is P2,0-related
to all the others in the sequence, and many of the other pairs are P2,0related as well. Without going into depth here (see Lewin [1996, 207-209] for details), Lewin constructsa sequence of local graphs(graphs
that involve only the seventh chords in the sequence) based on P2,0-Parsimony.These graphsreveal the presence of a high degree of symmetry
at every stage of this sequence except at the last stage, which is the only
graph that includes the B7 chord. Lewin observes that at this stage the
high degree of symmetryis disruptedin preparationfor a tonal cadence.
The (global) graphof the family (set class) of all dominant-and halfdiminished-seventhchords induced by P2,0reveals a surprisingconnection between the seventh chords and octatonic sets in this example.
Childs's (1998) categorizationof all possible P2,0-relatedpairs of halfdiminishedand dominantseventhchordsis useful in the constructionof
this graph.His categorizationreveals thatthe set class 4-27 can be partitioned into six subfamilies,each consisting of four pairwise P2,0-related
seventhchordsequivalentundertransposition.Withsome workthe graph
of the set class 4-27 induced by P2,0can be realized as a (twisted) torus
whose cross-sections consist of the six subfamilies mentioned above
(Figure 1la).13 We call this graphPipeline. For clarity,only four of the
twelve edges connectingeach pair of cross-sectionsare shown in Figure
1la, and the tube section and panel in Figure 1lb show how the other
eight connectingedges join the pair.14 The seventhchordsin each crosssection can be found embeddedin the octatonic set listed below them.
If a non-musicalobserverwere askedto use Pipeline to tracethe Tristan sequence and determinea pattern,the observermight note the following:
The path oscillates between an even-numberedcross-section (crosssection 2) and the odd-numberedcross-section to its right (crosssection 3), except at the last seventh chord, which appears in the
cross-section to the left of the initial even-numberedcross-section
(cross-section 1).
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On the surface,this observationmight seem to have little or no musical
significance. However,because of the parsimoniousorganizationmanifested in Pipeline, the above non-musicalobservationis equivalentto the
following analysis:
The first five seventh chords of this sequence continuallymodulate
between a pair of octatonic sets by bridgingback and forth between
half-diminishedseventhchords in one octatonic set (cross-section2)
and dominantseventhchords in another(cross-section3). In each of
the first five seventhchords,precisely three of the pitch classes are in
the intersectionof the two associatedoctatonicsets;thus,only one pitch
class determinesin which octatonicset each seventhchordis embedded. Suddenly,at the last seventhchordin this sequencetherearethree
departuresfrom this pattern:the last seventhchordis embeddedin the
same octatonicset as its immediatepredecessor;the last dominantseventh chord is embeddedin an octatonic set that has previouslybeen
reservedas the sourcefor only half-diminishedseventhchords;andthe
last seventhchordcontainsthreepitchclasses not in the intersectionof
the two associatedoctatonicsets (these threedeparturesareall a result
of the last dominantseventh chord being in the first cross-section).
These departuresfrom the previouspatternsuggest a change in direction, and the sequencepreparesfor a tonal cadence.15
This analysis holds any time the patternobserved by the non-musician
appearsin Pipeline.
At this point it is uncertainwhetherthis graph-theoreticinterpretation
is equivalentto or in addition to the sequentialsymmetryobserved by
Lewin. In supportof the former,Lewin (1996, 209) points out that similar sequential symmetries can be found in other Wagnerianpassages,
including one from the opening of the Immolation Scene with the
sequence (A7, G07, C7, B607, E67, C#07, C#7). It is easy to see from
Figure 1la that this sequence also follows the same pattern as that
observedby the non-musician.Thus, the analysis given for the firstTristan sequence applies to this one as well.16
P2,0-parsimonyalso induces some interestingtriadic structures.For
example, we call the graphof T2inducedby P2,0Weitzmann'sWaltz(Figure 12). The four hexagonalstructuresconsisting of consonanttriadsare
the graph-theoreticrepresentationsof octahedra,andthe consonanttriads
in each are those that make a Weitzmannregion (sum-class corner)discussed by Cohn (2000, 1998).17Although each consonant triad can be
foundembeddedin two enneatonicsets, thereis preciselyone enneatonic
set in which all six consonanttriadsof a given octahedronareembedded,
and these enneatonic sets are listed alongside their correspondingoctahedrain Figure 12. Modulatingbetween enneatonicsets is accomplished
by couplingpairsof octahedrawith augmentedtriadsthatareP2,0-related
259
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Figure 12. Weitzmann'sWaltz
to consonanttriadsin the octahedrabeing coupled.As in the case of Cube
Dance andPowerTowers,if the consonanttriadsbeing coupled arein the
same octahedron,the triadsarerelatedby transposition,and if they arein
neighboringoctahedrathey are relatedby inversion.Also note that the
tonic-dominantrelationshipfor minor keys is a P2,0-parsimoniousone
(e.g., a P2,0E).It follows that, althoughWeitzmann'sWaltzis clearly not
a diatonic structure,thereis at least a hint of diatonicismin this graph.
From a theoretical point of view, parsimonious graphs provide a
visual representationof group actions on families of chords. This can
prove useful to those who have a limited backgroundin group theory as
well as those whose backgroundis more extensive. For those with a limited background,these graphsoffer a convenientway of seeing (literally)
parsimoniousorganizationwithin families of chords, thus providing an
intuitivesense of the complexitiesof groupactionson these families. For
those with a more extensive background,parsimoniousgraphscan provide a way of discovering relationshipsbetween group structuresand
families of chords.Such discoveriescan lead to an understandingof how
seemingly disparatestructuresrelateto one another,as suggestedby our
discussion of the tori in Section 4 and in endnotes9, 13, and 16.
The visual aspects of these graphscan also prove useful in analysis.
Simple patternsobserved in these graphs imply a musical structureinvolving an interactionbetween parsimonyandmodes of limited transposition, and this structurecan be grasped by an understandingof the
graph's construction.In some cases (as in the given examples of sequences from Wagner's Tristan)these musical structuresmight otherwise be difficult to observe. This suggests that parsimonious graphs
might prove useful in revealingothermusical structurespreviouslyhidden in the complexities of late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century
voice-leading.
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NOTES
1. Cohn(1996, 9-11) illustratesveryconvincinglythe shortcomingsof a traditional
of muchlate nineteenth-century
music.
approach,giventhe tonalindeterminacy
2. We call collectionsfromthese set classesmodesof limitedtranspositionbecause
of theirlimitednumberof distincttranspositions.
Althoughthereis no intended
connectionbetweenourmodesof limitedtranspositionandthoseof Messiaen,it
shouldbe notedthatcollectionsfromset classes 8-28 and9-12 are,in fact,Messiaen'ssecondandthirdmodesof limitedtransposition.
3. The originalOettingen/Riemann
Tonnetzwas constructedto accommodatejust
intonationand,hence,the latticefilledtwo-dimensionalEuclideanspace.As discussedin Cohn 1997,in pitch-classspacethe Oettingen/Riemann
Tonnetzcan be
realizedas a latticeon the surfaceof a torus.
4. This notationis a generalizationof the notationsemployedin Lewin 1996 and
Childs 1998.WhatLewinrefersto as DOUTHmandChildsas P, is Pm,o.Thus,
takeinto accountwhole-stepmotionas well as half-stepmotion.
Pm,,-relations
5. Callender(1998) definesparsimonyin termsof sequencesof pitch-classsets. His
definitionpermitspitch-classsplitting(e.g., E goes to EbandF) andfusing (Eband
F go to E), thusallowingparsimoniouscomparisonsof pitch-classsets with differentcardinalities.
As Callenderillustratesin his analysesof passagesfromworks
by Scriabin,the abilityto makesuchcomparisonsoffersan importantflexibility
not possible with the relationdefinitionwe presentin Section2. Althoughnot
neededforourobjectivesin thispaper,it is alsopossibleto extendtherelationdefinitionto accommodatepitch-classsplittingandfusing;simplyallowt to be a surjective mapfromthe largerset onto the smallerset whenthe pitch-classsets differ in cardinality.
Thebenefitsand/orproblemscreatedby thisextensionhavenot
yet beenexplored.
6. Withrespectto parsimoniousdegree,one couldmakean argument,for example,
thatPo,1-parsimony
andP2,0-parsimony
are of the same degree,since each has a
total half-stepdisplacementof 2; P0,1-parsimony
displacesone tone by a whole
step whileP2,0-parsimony
displacestwo tonesby a half stepeach.
7. One of the majortopics of discussionat the 1993 meetingof the SUNY-Buffalo
WorkingGroup was P-cycles (also known as Cohn cycles). These cycles are com-

ponentsof graphsof set classesinducedby P1,o.Inthe generalsettingthesecycles
are not restrictedto the usualmodulo-12system,andfew set classes in any system are capableof generatinggraphswith cyclic components.Because of the
pitch-classmotionbetweenadjacentsets aroundthesecycles, Cohndividesthese
cycles into two categories; unidirectional P-cycles and toggling P-cycles. A unidirectional P-cycle is a type of generalized cycle offifths in that the induced graph

is a single cycle of "closely-relatedkeys,"linkingthese cycles to the theoryof
maximallyeven sets developedin Cloughand Douthett1991. Clampitt(1997,
P139) has shownthatthe graphof a set class inducedby P1,0is a unidirectional
cycle if andonly if the set classconsistsof maximallyevensets suchthatthe sizes
of these sets and the cardinalityof the chromaticuniversein which they are
embeddedarecoprime.If theinducedgraphconsistsof morethanone cycliccomponentthenthe componentsof the graphare togglingP-cycles.The components
of the graphwe call HexaCycles(Figure3), discussedin Section3, aretoggling
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P-cycles.In his articleon Cohnfunctions,Lewin(1996)has constructedan algosets, generatesall set classes whose
rithmthat, when restrictedto P1,0-related
inducedgraphsconsistof P-cycles.
8. The Chicken-WireTorusalso appearsin the toroidalstructuresgeneratedby the
discussedin Krumtransformations
psychologicaltest dataon neo-Riemannian
hansl 1998.
9. Forexample,half-turnsaboutthe centersof the tritonefaces 1 or 7 or aboutthe
midpointsof the R edges incidentto d andF, or abandB, leave these faces and
edges fixed (see Figure7a). The otherfaces map by namein the same way the
pitchclasses mapon the 12-cyclewhenreflectedaboutthe (1-7)-axis.
10. Ourintentin thissectionis to illustratehowa graph-theoretic
approachcanbe usehow modes of limitedtransposition,parsiful in observingand understanding
mony,and couplingmodulationsfunctiontogether.Otherpropertiesinherentin
thesegraphsandin otherrelatedstructureshavebeeninvestigatedin Cohn 1994,
2000, and 1998.
11. ThenameCubeDance was firstsuggestedby CarolKrumhanslat the 1993meeting of the SUNY-Buffalo WorkingGroup.

12. As originallypresentedby Douthettat the 1993 meetingof the SUNY-Buffalo
WorkingGroup,French-sixthchordswere also includedin this graph.Withthe
inclusionof bothFrench-sixthanddiminishedseventhchords,each of the three
octatonictowersis transformedinto a 4-cube (4-dimensionalcube), and Power
Towersbecomesa 4-CubeTrio(three4-cubesjoinedat diminishedseventhchords
to forma circuit).
each familyof four seventh13. To put this in termsof Childs'sC transformations,
chordsthatmakeup a cross-sectionin Pipelineis an orbitof the set class 4-27
To put this in termsof the Parallel*,Leitunderthe groupof C transformations.
these familiesare the collectionof
tonwechsel*,and Relative*transformations,
orbitsof the set of half-diminishedseventhchordsunderthe groupgeneratedby
PIL*(={(PIL*)k}-o) andtheorbitsof theset of dominantseventhchordsunderthe
partitionthese families
groupgeneratedby P*L*.Whence,these transformations
orbits.By employingthe workof Cohn
and "dominant"
into "half-diminished"
thesefamilies.Theyarethe six sum
(1998)thereis yet anotherwayto characterize
relateto one
classes of set class 4-27. Preciselyhow thesethreecharacterizations
anotherhas not yet beenworkedout.
14. Notethatnoteverypairof consecutiveseventhchordsin the Tristansequenceconseventhchords,
seventhchords;one paircontainsP0,1-related
sists of P2,0-related
andthose in anotherpairareP4,0-related.
Technically,the adjacencyrule should
includePo,1-andP4,0-related
pairsas well. However,these inclusionswouldunnecessarilycomplicatePipelineby increasingthe numberof edges betweenadjacent cross-sections,andit wouldhaveno effect on ourobservationsandanalysis
thatfollow in the text.
15. The curiousreadermightfindit interestingto compareour analysiswith thatof
Boretz(1972, 159-217).
16. It canbe seenfromCohn's(1998)workon sumclassesthatthereis anotherobservationequivalentto thatmadeby thenon-musicianandtheanalysisfollowingthat
observation.Consideringonly the seventhchordsin set class 4-27, the sequences
mentionedoscillatebetweenseventhchordswhosetotalpitch-classsums(modulo
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12) are3 (or7 or 11)andseventhchordswhosesumsare 1 (or5 or9, respectively)
until the last seventhchord,whose totalpitch-classsum is 5 (or 9 or 1, respectively).
17. Whenintroducedby Douthettat the 1993 meetingof the SUNY-Buffalo
Working
Group,this graphwas calledtheAnniversaryWaltz.Afterobservingthe connection betweenthe octahedrain this graphandWeitzmannregionswe havedecided
to change its name to Weitzmann'sWaltz.
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